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Village Market now carries JUUL pods, first order sells out
RONAN ELLIOTT
NEWS EDITOR

The Village Market, longtime sole supplier
of tobacco products in Gambier, has now begun carrying Juul pods. Juul, an electronic cigarette brand co-created by Kenyon alum James
Monsees ’02, has become widely popular in
recent years, having an estimated 72 percent
share of all e-cigarette sales in 2018.
The Market has long known about Juul’s
popularity. Market employee Rob Stringfellow
said that the store had been getting requests for
Juul pods for more than a year, but it wasn’t until recently that their normal tobacco supplier
began selling the products.
“They only became available a couple weeks
ago,” Stringfellow said. “We ordered six boxes
as a trial run. We sold out on the very first day.”
Their next order, he said, will be for a thousand units. The Market hopes to have them
available within a week.
As traditional cigarettes become less popular among students and Juul products become
more widely used, the Market expects to cater
more towards e-cigarette smokers. The Market’s future stock will include 2-packs of Juul
pods as well as Juul chargers.
Many Kenyon students view this change
as positive, particularly among the school’s
sizeable Juul smoking community. Marshall
Ghalioungui ’21 thinks that it’s important students have access to some form of nicotine, giv-

At the Village Market, packs of JUUL pods are out of stock, though a few chargers remain on the shelves. | ZACH HOLLANDER

en the drug’s withdrawal symptoms. “There’s
definitely a lot of cases where students who
don’t have access to a car will be incredibly distracted because they don’t have a pod or something,” Ghalioungui said. “It’s sort of a stupid
reason to not be paying attention in class.”
For students who are addicted, Rebecca Kornman ’22 thinks that not having nicotine access can lead to taking dangerous risks.
“When people don’t have access to pods,
they start refilling their pods with suspicious
vape juice,” Kornman said, referring to e-cigarette juices that have not been reviewed by

medical authorities.
“Obviously we don’t know the effects of
Juuling yet,” Kornman said, “but we know the
effects of smoking cigarettes, and that’s really
bad. If students can smoke less cigarettes because they have access to something that’s at
least safer than suspicious vape juice, I think
it’s a good thing.”
However, students interested in purchasing Juul products should be aware of a recent
change in Ohio legislature: It is now illegal
for stores to sell e-cigarette products, including Juul pods, to anyone under the age of 21.

Kenyon to enforce national ban on
hard alcohol in fraternity spaces

This law, which is backed by both Gov. Mark
DeWine and Juul CEO Kevin Burns, is meant
to reduce addiction rates among those whose
first experience with nicotine stems from ecigarettes.
When reached out for comment regarding
their compliance on the new law, Village Market manager Timothy Newton declined to interview, opting for a written statement given to
the Collegian.
“We at the Village Market strictly enforce
the laws set forth by the government,” Newton
wrote.

Nina
West
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EVEY WEISBLAT
EVEY WEISBLAT
NEWS EDITOR

A national ban on hard liquor in fraternity spaces will
soon go into effect at Kenyon
as it joins more than 800 other
colleges and universities with
fraternal organizations on
campus that will have to abide
by the policy.
James Jackson, director of
student rights and responsibilities, first brought the subject
to light during Community
Advisor (CA) training over the

summer.
For a number of reasons,
Kenyon is delaying enforcement of the policy, which went
into effect on Sunday.
According to a 2018 press
release from the North American Interfraternity Conference (NIC), a trade association
that represents 66 national
and international men’s fraternities, the ban “prohibits the
presence of alcohol products
above 15% ABV [alcohol by
volume] in any chapter facility or at any chapter event, ex-

cept when served by a licensed
third-party vendor.”
The NIC’s decision comes
in the wake of a maelstrom of
deaths and accidents related to
fraternity hazing with hard liquor, including the 2017 death
of Tim Piazza at Penn State
University. Piazza died after
consuming copious amounts
of vodka, beer and wine; his
death resulted in criminal
charges against 28 members of
the university’s Beta Theta Pi
fraternity.
page 3
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Council talks Village construction update: Chilito’s to
on chlorine, open as soon as owner receives liquor license
Village plans include a new space for faculty offices, student
strategic plan Future
programming, possible new location for Kenyon wellness center.
KAYLEIGH MCCOY
NEWS ASSISTANT

On Sept. 3, the Village of Gambier Council
gathered in the Gambier Community Center
for their monthly meeting. Major topics covered were traffic issues, water system updates
and a brief update in a handout on the ongoing Gambier Village Strategic Plan.
In their first order of business, the Council
passed an emergency ordinance approving a
contract with the Energy Cooperative for the
Village’s chlorine feed system. The Village
purchases water from Mount Vernon that is
already chlorinated, but Gambier adds additional chlorine. The equipment is currently
slated to be installed on West Brooklyn Street
by Oct. 31.
“This is an emergency due to public safety,”
council member Liz Forman said, defending
the decision to pass an emergency ordinance
as opposed to a regular one. Doing so allowed
the Council to pass it this month and ensure
the update would be completed before winter.
The Council also approved a $5,000 payment
to Kenyon as utility easement for the project.
Later in the meeting, Council members reported that 68 parking violation tickets hadd
been issued in the previous week, mainly to
students. The Council is optimistic that this
aggressive ticketing method will help decrease
parking issues and allow downtown businesses to run more smoothly.
Additionally, the Gambier Village Strategic Plan is continuing to move forward with
a growing population. “We are going to have a
meeting in September,” Mayor Kachen Kimmel said. “[It’s] a pretty significant, interesting, and important meeting because our . . .
consultants are going to bring forward their
creative suggestions about what kind of ideas
they have over the future of living here.” Gambier’s ability to meet the needs and house the
increasing number of people trying to move
to the Village are issues on the table, as well a
possible merger of the College township and
the Village.
The proposals that the consultants will
bring to the Council draw from community input, namely over 500 survey responses
received from Gambier residents over the
summer. The survey asked respondents for
their thoughts on current issues the Village
is facing, as well as where they would like to
see Gambier go in the future. In the spring
of 2020, the Plan will move into a more open
period where public opinions will be solicited
through online engagement, events and interviews. “[The Plan] is exciting, and we’re right
in the middle of working on it,” Kimmel said.

RUIKEN GENG
STAFF WRITER

Chilito’s Fresh Mex and Margaritas is located on Gaskin Avenue | Ben Nutter

Chilitos, Gambier’s new restaurant from Fiesta Mexicana owner Jose
Avalos, is about to open in the basement of 112 Gaskin Avenue. After
health inspection delays due to a water heating snafu, Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman says that Avalos
plans for a soft opening today.
Chilitos will be the fourth restaurant in town after the Kenyon Inn,
Village Inn, and Gambier Deli. The
interior has already been fully set up,
including the bar.
However, Kohlman noted, Chilitos still cannot have food and liquor
delivered for sale until they get their
liquor license.
Chilitos marks the end of construction on Gaskin Avenue, which
has included the relocation of the
Village Market, Black Box Theater,
Bookstore, new Farr apartments and
study spaces. After just one semester
of use, the school began renovation of
the two study spaces at the end of the
summer, which were completed the
first week of this semester.
“The two study spaces will remain
as planned until the library is in use
again,” Kohlman said.
The basement next to Chilitos,
where the Student Accessibility Support Services (SASS) Office was located last year, may be used as a new
wellness center this year. The space
was used as an administrative office
during the summer. “The school is
still trying to keep it f lexible,” Kohlman said, “to make sure that during
the academic year it can be full of students and in the summertime it can
be used for things like summer conferences.”
The basement space also contains
three offices and a small reception
area, which Student Affairs Division
and the Cox Health and Counseling
Center are still figuring out how best
to utilize. “This area may be some
programming space related to wellness connected to the health center
and the counseling center,” Kohlman
said. A forthcoming discussion between the Office of Student Engagement and the Peer Counselors will
look to settle the matter.
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Timeline for fraternity liquor ban still yet to be determined
Continued from Page 1

Emmie Mirus ’21, a South
campus CA, believes the policy is a step forward in preventing future tragedies of
this kind. “It’s not just coming
from Kenyon, it’s a national
thing coming from a national
policy, and I think that hazing
injuries and issues relating to
hard alcohol are really serious,” Mirus said. “From what
we’ve heard about hazing on
this campus and nationally, if
that’s something that is supposed to sharply curtail that
behavior, then it’s something
I care about.”

Jackson says that Greek life
often gets a bad reputation
for the more extreme aspects
of the culture, and that the
national ban is an important
step in remedying both that
negative perception and its
real-life underpinnings.
However, administrators
and members of the Greek
community at Kenyon have a
long road ahead of them when
it comes to enforcing the policy at the College.
For one, things are still
fuzzy on the national level.
According to the NIC press
release, “any member fraternity that does not have a busi-

ness meeting between Sept. 1,
2018, and Sept. 1, 2019, will be
granted a one-year extension
in adoption.” This grace period complicates implementation of the policy at single
institutions, because some
fraternities might have discussed the policy while others
are still negotiating.
Probably the greatest obstacle in determining the
policy is in the language itself. Unlike most other colleges, Kenyon doesn’t have
traditional,
chapter-owned
fraternity houses, but rather
houses its fraternities in division housing. Thus, the NIC’s

term “chapter facility” raises
questions about what constitutes a fraternity space.
“A lot of those organizations they have fraternity
houses and things like that,
which we don’t have,” Jackson
said. “So we had to figure out:
does that mean [chapter facilities] are the division spaces?”
In the first Greek Council
meeting on Thursday, chapter leaders will begin discussing the policy with Director of Student Engagement
Sam Filkins. According to
Jackson, Filkins is currently
working as an administrative
liaison for the Greek commu-

nity; Ashley Rastetter, who
took another job over the
summer, previously occupied
this role.
Jackson is unsure of what
the timeline for enforcement
will look like, but he expresses
confidence that cooperating
between different branches of
the College will be crucial.
“Again, it’s a team effort,”
Jackson said. “I think a lot of
times people see it as a College doing, but it is nationals,
chapter, alumni, administration all kind of working together to make sure we’re creating a safe environment.”

K-Card readers soon to be installed on laundry machines

Students must use quarters to wash clothes on campus; coin shortage threatens village.

For the next week and a half, laundry machines will only accept quarters. The office of business services hopes to recirculate quarters around campus. | REID STAUTBERG
EVEY WEISBLAT AND RONAN ELLIOTT
NEWS EDITORS

Since arriving on campus this semester, Kenyon students have spent
thousands of dollars in quarters on
operating laundry machines. K-card
readers, which can normally be used
to operate these machines, are not
currently connected to the school’s
washers and dryers. The Kenyon department of business services promises that the situation is temporary.
On July 11, Fred Linger, manager
of business services, sent a StudentInfo email explaining the situation.
“For those of you currently on campus: Please be patient as we improve
the campus laundries with new washers and dryers,” Linger said. “They
will be coin operated only until we
install the new card readers in coming weeks.”
According to Linger, the problem
lies with the laundry machines that
were previously available to students.
The machines were outdated, and

when CBORD, the company in charge
ational by the time the semester beof Kenyon laundry services, updated
gan. Linger regrets the difficulties.
their card readers, the old machines
“We wanted to be able to welcome you
were no longer compatible. The school
back with fully functional machines,”
decided to take the opportunity to
he said, “[but instead] we’re doing old
replace all the washers and dryers, a
school right now with quarters.”
service CBORD provided to them free
With every washer and dryer on
of charge. Unfortunately, the process
campus currently coin-operated, the
has been time-consuming.
number of quarters required is be“You put in the macoming a probchines, and then you
lem. The Bookhave to run the wiring
We’ll be up and store has begun
for the readers, so you
runing, [given] reaching out to
just start this chronolnearby
banks
ogy of work,” Linger another week to 10 days. in order to satsaid. “Then there was This obviously did not
isfy the student
a part missing from go as planned.”
demand for the
the readers and they
coins. Additionthought we had it, we Fred Linger, manager of
ally, the adminthought they had it, business services
istration is neand it turned out it had
gotiating
with
never been ordered by
CBORD in order
them.”
to have the quarters removed from
While the administration hopes to
machines and recirculated on camhave the card readers working soon,
pus. Linger hopes the supply of coins
they were unable to make them operwill last until the card readers are op-

“

erational.
“We’ll be up and running, [given] another week to 10 days,” Linger
said. “This obviously did not go as
planned.”
Along with the new machines and
readers, Kenyon’s laundry service provider is offering an app, Coinmach,
that allows users to report maintenance problems they encounter while
doing laundry. Users can scan the
machine’s bar code, and a dropdown
menu allows them to report the type
of problem they’re experiencing. Linger hopes this will make it easier for
the maintenance staff to solve issues.
“People call security, they call
maintenance, they’ll call me, they’ll
call ResLife. And they’ll say, [broken]
washer down in McBride,” Linger
said. “Which washer? They don’t tell
us. But the main thing is this expedites the service call. It takes all of us
out of the middle of it.”
Linger expects that the new card
readers will be ready by September 15.
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Website overhaul aims to project an updated Kenyon image

Office of Communications partners with Fastspot to develop a new site by the fall of 2020.
ELLIE KLEE
NEWS EDITOR

The Office of Communications is partnering with Baltimore-based web design agency
Fastspot to develop a new Kenyon website. The redesign,
which is scheduled to launch
before the beginning of the fall
2020 semester, will be the first
since 2013.
“We’re always looking for
ways to improve [the website], add new features, new
functionality,” said Director
of Web Strategy Patty Burns.
“But there comes a time when

it makes sense to step back and
look at the site in a more holistic way. And a redesign gives
you that opportunity.”
According to Burns, the
website has been overhauled
approximately once every five
years, though there is no established schedule. This year’s redesign comes in the wake of a
2018 survey of prospective students, current students, parents, alumni, faculty and staff
on their perceptions of Kenyon.
“[The website] is the face of
Kenyon to many people, at least
the first face, and getting that
right is really important,” said

Vice President for Communications Janet Marsden.
Though Burns and Marsden hope that people from all
corners of the Kenyon community will find the new website
useful, much of the redesign
is geared towards prospective
students, increasing numbers
of whom are accessing the site
via cellphone. Fastspot will optimize the site for mobile devices, reorganize it and update
its architecture, modifications
which should all increase the
ease of navigation.
The Office of Communications previously partnered with

Fastspot during the 2013 redesign. “They have other schools
that they work with, and have
the perspective of what’s happening in the broader web
landscape,” Marsden said. “But
they also know Kenyon really
well, because they have done at
least one full site with us … We
get the best of both worlds in
that respect.”
An 11-member advisory group and seven Office of
Communications
employees
will provide input on the redesign. The committee includes
Burns, who has helped guide
the last three redesigns of the

Kenyon website, and one student representative, Paige Bullock ’21.
“We’re so inside it. We know
it from the bowels. And to have
people who are users, and who
might be connecting with a
broad range of other users,
their perspective on it … is really valuable,” said Marsden.
On Sept. 16 and 17, Fastspot
will visit Kenyon’s campus to
meet with stakeholders and
conduct research. They plan to
interview students with a range
of majors and interests to gather feedback on the current website and ideas for its future.

College acceptance rate lowers with increase in applicants
ELLIE KLEE
NEWS EDITOR

Kenyon accepted 34 percent of its
6,662 applicants for the class of 2023,
according to Diane Anci, vice president
for enrollment and dean of admissions
and financial aid. The pool was the second largest in the College’s history and
continues a three-year upward trend.
Anci said that the enrollment of 488
first years and 10 transfer students was
on target for her expectations. Last year,
539 first years enrolled from an applicant pool of 6,152. The acceptance rate
was 36 percent.
The new class hails from 38 states
and 25 countries, and graduated from
406 different high schools. The top three
states were Ohio, with 57 enrolls, California, with 50 enrolls, and New York,
with 47 enrolls. 11 percent are international students, most of whom “come
from a non-white, non-Western background,” according to Anci.
20 percent of the class of 2023 are domestic students of color. Eight percent
are the first in their family to attend college, and another eight percent are legacy students. The Kenyon Educational
Enrichment Program (KEEP) gained 22
first years this summer, and the STEM
Scholar program gained 13.
The first year class’s average weighted
high school GPA was 3.9. They took an
average of five AP classes. Their average
ACT score was 30.8. On the SAT, the average student scored 684 on the verbal
section and 680 on the math section.
The class of 2023 was also busy outside of the classroom: 85 percent participated in athletics, 74 percent did community service, 50 percent worked and
17 percent held internships. 64 percent
were involved in theater and 21 percent
in visual arts.
“Kenyon is extraordinarily lucky to
have what in my world we refer to as a
self-selecting applicant pool,” Anci said.
“Students who apply to Kenyon are typically individuals who understand well
those things we value here. They value
place—they value this place. They value
relationships: the kind of relationships
you have with faculty and peers. They
value the spoken and written word. They
value rigor, and they absolutely value
community.”

Class of 2023 U.S. Regional Distribution
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New Symposium lecture series will feature faculty, alumni
Poet and former professor Daniel Mark Epstein slated to give first lecture in Samuel Mather.
SAM BRODSKY
ARTS EDITOR

When Brandon Rakowski
’20 studied abroad last year
at Oxford University in Oxford, England, he created a
tradition that he was inspired
to Kenyon’s campus. After a
day’s hard work, Rakowski
would join fellow students
in his program as well as his
tutors, head down to the pub
and argue over philosophy.
“We would often get together … at the pub and organize the night around a
conversation topic—so, for
example, the existence of
free will—and then have a
pint and talk about it. And I
wanted to bring something
like that back here,” Rakows-

ki said.
Although Philosophy Table, a group which meets every Thursday at lunchtime to
discuss a philosophic question, already exists, Rakowski
wanted philosophy to achieve
a wider appeal. He met with
Noelle O’Neal ’21 and Patrick
Hudnut ’20, the liaisons of the
Philosophy Symposium, the
philosophy department’s student organization. Together,
they discussed the possibility
of bringing Rakowski’s Oxford experience to Gambier.
Their musings resulted in
a new lecture series called
the Socratic Series. The Socratic Series will host lectures
where Kenyon faculty will
talk about philosophical topics in front of an audience, in

s
s
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l
C ash
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r

Kante

hopes of stimulating interest- that Friday to discuss Tuesing and provocative discus- day’s lecture. There, students
sion.
and professors will chat, arDaniel Mark Epstein ’70, gue and philosophize on Epa Kenyon alumnus and ac- stein’s ideas about love over
complished poet, will give the drinks (non-alcoholic for
first lecture
those
unin
Samuel
derage).
Mather, 202
The anticiI wanted. . . to
Tuesday,
pated outgive professors come is to
September
10.
In an the opportunity to talk
foster more
ode to Pla- about things they actudebates
at
to’s Sympo- ally believed in.”
Kenyon that
sium,
Epare
both
stein
will
stimulating
Brandon Rakowski ’20
give a lecand sophisture on the
ticated.
nature
of
One
of
love.
Rakowski’s missions for the
More importantly, howev- Socratic Series is to have proer, there will be an informal fessors express their genuine
meeting at the Village Inn opinions on popular issues.

“

“I wanted … to give professors the opportunity to talk
about things that they actually believed in instead of interpretations of the thoughts
of somebody else,” he said.
“The only rule I establish is
that whatever the [lecturer]
gives a talk on, it needs to be
an argument they firmly believe in.”
The Village Inn may not be
a replacement for the pub, but
it will still bring philosophical arguments and discussions to Kenyon’s campus in a
new way.
Jokingly, O’Neal says the
Symposium will make you
smarter: “Your IQ immediately jumps 50 points when
you join the Symposium,” she
said.

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Sophomore Class Total:

First-Year Class Total:

1
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Answer

Dora Segall ‘20

Russ Norowitz ’21

Grace Ryder ‘22

Fred Giron ’23

What is the state slogan of Ohio?

The birthplace of
Aviation

Ohio is for Lovers

Birthplace of Aviation

I’m from Connecticut

I don’t know

Philander Chase delayed Middle
Path construction because of
an overpopulation of what farm
animal?

Hogs

Cows

Hogs

Cattle

Chickens

What is the name of Taylor
Swift’s latest album?

Lover

I stopped listening to her
after Teardrops On My
Guitar

Generic Pop

Lover

Oh God

What does Mount Vernon’s Ariel
Corporation produce?

Gas compressors

Gas compressors

Gas vessels

Definitely weapons

Condoms
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Kenyon has debated paving of Middle Path for half a decade
Clash between tradition and accessibility began in 1970’s and continues to the present day.
DANTE KANTER
FEATURES EDITOR

with heavy snowfall that eroded Middle Path’s gravel, cutting massive rivulets in the
A recent post on the popu- walkway as it melted and froze
lar Facebook page “Overheard into unnavigable sheets of ice.
at Kenyon” ignited an online Word got out that meetings
debate over paving Middle had been planned by adminPath, often described as the istrators to address the situa“central artery” of Kenyon’s tion, and that paving the Path
campus. “If the people who had been fielded as an option.
run things at Kenyon Col- Although these claims were
lege have an ounce of care and never verified, the Collegian
commitment to injured and/ picked up on them immedior disabled students, facul- ately. Students were outraged
ty, staff, and guests (and also at the thought of paving the
stroller-users), they will pave path. “Why not pave Middle
Middle Path,” wrote Teddy Path, you can get where you’re
Hannah-Drullard ’20 on Au- going faster, right?” wrote a
gust 29.
student sarcastically in a ColThe post was mostly met legian editorial. “$7,000 a year
with support from com- they pay for this paper, and
menters, including Dudgeon they publish this crap. GoodStephie, who posted a series ness me.”
of photos of different Middle
Soon after, the student body
Path construction projects, organized a “Middle Path
including a photograph of for- Day,” where students, faculty
mer Kenyon president Phil- and residents would come toip Jordan who, in 1980, tried gether to rake gravel, clean litand failed to navigate Gam- ter and plant trees and f lowers
bier unassisted in a wheelchair along the walkway. Although
as part of “Handicap Aware- this was partially motivated
ness Week.”
by a desire
Stephie’s
to see Midcomments
dle
Path
The school
highlighted
proposed mul- beautified,
something
tiple solutions, including a 1973 Colwhich
stulegian
ardents
can installing “iron railings”
ticle claims
easily
lose on either side of Middle
that the day
track of at Path.”
was creatan
institued in direct
tion
with
response to
such high turnover: The de- paving rumors. In 1974, Kathy
bate over paving Middle Path Dawson, the chair for Middle
has been raging for nearly 50 Path Day, warned in the Colyears.
legian that dwindling particiIt started with a rumor: In pation in the Kenyon holiday
1970, Gambier had one of its could lead to the pavement
harshest winters on record, of Middle Path. “Just because

“

Kenyon president Philip Jordan attempted to navigate Gambier in a wheelchair as part of Handicap
Awareness Week. | COURTESY OF GREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND ARCHIVES

there has not been any commotion about paving Middle
Path doesn’t mean that it’s not
being considered,” she wrote
ominously.
By 1979, the school proposed multiple solutions, including installing “iron railings” on either side of Middle
Path to prevent erosion. Professor of Anthropology J. Kenneth Small suggested in a Collegian article giving alumni
the option to pay $50 to have
one of the bricks used to pave
the path engraved with their
name as a quick way to raise
funds and “combine new and
old tradition,” but the idea
never took off.
In the 90s, growing aware-

ness of issues of accessibility
added a deeper dimension to
Middle Path debate. In 1991,
April Beeba ’92, one of the
heads of the recently founded Students for an Accessible
Campus, said in an interview
with the Collegian that Middle
Path was the worst thing about
Kenyon’s campus. “Those people I have asked, ‘but why not
pave Middle Path?’ The answer to that is it is tradition to
have the pebbles,” Beeba said.
“That argument sounds like
that of those opposed to hazing.”
The first remodel of Middle Path began in 2011, when
group of architects and engineers visited campus, tested

different drainage systems and
submitted competing proposals for “resurfacing” Middle
Path, a project that was completed in 2016 and has proven
ineffective in preventing snow
and ice hazards and ruts from
rain.
Although Middle Path’s accessibility is currently in the
limelight, Kenyon has held
debates over remodeling for
nearly half a century. The college has made strides towards
improving the walkway, but,
in light of the recent construction which is viewed by many
to be ineffective, the question has been raised of how to
make Middle Path an accessible space once and for all.

Fiber Arts Collective will “contribute to the creative process”
Knitters, crocheters gather to share techniques, host events and exhibit their own pieces.
BEN HUNKLER
STAFF WRITER

Tuesday morning saw the
inaugural meeting of the Fiber Arts Collective, a group
of knitters, crocheters and
other fiber artists “looking
for like-minded students to
share [their] passion with.”
Founding members Ezra
Moguel ’21, Maddie Johnson ’22, Jess Dannery ’22 and
Claire Hanke ’22 intend to
create a cozy, casual space for
those interested in the fiber
arts to craft among friends.
During the club’s first meeting, interested attendees introduced themselves over
spools and skeins and discussed their current projects
and preferred fiber arts mediums, which ranged from

embroidery and sewing to
friendship bracelets.
“Not many people do fiber
arts, and people kind of see it
as an old lady craft,” Johnson
said. “That makes it more exciting to be able to share what
you’re working on, to be able
to bounce ideas off each other
and share patterns.”
Attendees also pitched
ideas for potential events
and activities during the fall
semester, including a joint
meeting with Knox County’s
own knitting circle as well
as a public fiber arts collective held outside at the Brown
Family Environmental Center. The group is also considering plans to knit hats,
gloves and scarves to be donated to Knox County resi-

dents in need.
the creative process,” added
Hanke emphasized that the Johnson. “Everyone has someFiber Arts Collective is meant thing different to offer and we
to be an open, communal can all learn something from
space, one where all ideas are each other, whether it’s about
welcome and meetings aren’t art or just through conversaheavily structured by group tion.”
leaders. “It’s really chill,” she
The idea for the organisaid.
“Having
zation
elections and set
emerged
meetings
and
after
Making it an
an administraactual club just the detive board goes
parture
seemed natural.”
against the idea
of last
of a traditional
year’s
knitting circle. Maddie Johnson ’22
Craft
The idea of havCenter
ing everyone in
knitting
a circle sitting together is that instructor left a void in Keeveryone is an equal. We want nyon’s fiber arts community.
it to be the most welcoming To Johnson, the Fiber Arts
space we can.”
Collective felt like a natural
“I think it contributes to extension of the former class.

“

“We knew we wanted to
keep on meeting,” they said.
“Making it an actual club just
seemed natural. We wanted to
make [the group] more accessible to more people.”
Johnson, Hanke and Dannery all believe that fiber
arts, especially when done in
a group, can be an important
source of communal stress relief.
“Fiber arts is a sneaky way
to get all the best, most welcoming and accepting people
together,” Hanke said.
Those interested in participating in the Fiber Arts
Collective should attend the
group’s meetings held, for the
time being, on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 11:15 a.m. in the
Craft Center.
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Nina West’s performance in Rosse educates and electrifies

Nina West shows off her colorful, glitzy costumes as she struts down the aisle to the cheers and applause of students packed in the auditorium. | CAMERON PETERS
ERYN POWELL
SOCIAL MEDIA DIRECTOR

As the first day of the academic
year came to a close, a crowd packed
into Rosse Hall sat in anticipation as
a slideshow projected a question onto
a large screen above the stage: “What
is the difference between Drag and
Transgender?”
Nina West’s performance last
Thursday marked one of the first
drag shows at Kenyon. Her show
brought together elaborate costume
changes and moments of education.
Andrew Levitt began his career
in theater, but stumbled into drag in
2008, eventually developing the onstage persona of Nina West.
“I didn’t think that it was at all
what I wanted to do, because I didn’t
understand it,” Levitt said in a postshow interview.

Eventually with the help of drag
mother Virginia West, Nina West
began to curate drag shows in Columbus, Ohio. In 2019, West gained
popularity after her appearance on
the eleventh season of RuPaul’s Drag
Race, which allowed West to share
her passion and talents with a global
audience.
Kenyon was the first stop on Nina
West’s official tour of college campuses. “College ... is where life really
does start,” Levitt, a graduate of Denison University, said. “At least, that’s
where it started for me.”
Like many others, college for
Levitt was a time for learning selfacceptance, navigating personal relationships and becoming politically
active. “A lot of my growing pains
happened at Denison,” he said.
West uses her platform to bring
attention to the issues that she feels

passionate about. “There is not a
Nina West was not the only drag
better time to talk about voter reg- queen to take to the stage, nor was
istration, talk about diversity” she she the only one concerned about disaid. Along with working on her versity that night. Selena T. West and
craft, she also started the Nina West Cherry Poppins both performed enFoundation, a 501 (c)(3), in 2014. ergetic and lighthearted sets to muWest collaborates
sic by Carly
with organizations
Rae Jepsen
There is not a
like Kaleidoscope
and Missy
better time to
Youth Center, EqElliott reuitas Health, Co- talk about voter regisspectively,
lumbus Gay Men’s tration, talk about diver- but
still
Chorus and many sity.”
took the
others to further
time to talk
support the LG- Nina West
about soBTQ+ community
cial issues
in Columbus.
both durThe important and occasionally ing the performance and in a Q&A
heavy topics of the night—including after.
Levitt’s own experiences with disOn top of being a person of color
crimination while at Denison—were at Wilmington College in Wilmingcomplemented with Disney medleys ton, Ohio, Danny Thomas (Cherry
and comedic audience interactions.
Poppins) felt that, as a member of

“

the LGBTQ+ community, there were
more challenges to finding acceptance.
Having the confidence to speak
up for himself and others in the community did not always come easily to
Thomas. “I had to learn that even
though I had a lot of friends on campus ... they were never going to fully
understand where I came from or
what I experienced and I had to learn
not to let anyone silence me,” he said.
Representation on and off the
stage was a clear theme throughout
the night. “The advice that I would
give myself when I was just starting
drag would be ‘don’t forget about
queer people of color,’” Thomas said.
Nina West returns to Ohio on
October 11 and 12 for Highball Halloween, Columbus’ most elaborate
costume party, which embraces the
motto “you are what you wear.”

Selena T. West, left, strikes a pose in the spotlight. Cherry Poppins, top right, performs with passion. West, bottom right, enjoys a moment on stage. | ERYN POWELL
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Four new Gund Gallery exhibits honor diverse perspectives
Themes of gender and race unify the works of painters, sculptors and installation artists.
CHAMELI BELK-GUPTA
ARTS EDITOR

In celebration of Kenyon’s 50
years of coeducation, the doors of
the Gund Gallery opened last Friday to share four new exhibits reflecting genders and backgrounds
that are often left unheard.
The first exhibit Hue, Saturation,
Value: The Archer Paintings beckons the viewer in with a vibrant array of color. On large panels, rectangular rosy swatches are juxtaposed
against their burgundy counterparts and sunny yellow collides with
muddy green, while teal is set alongside seafoam hues.
Artist Meg Cranston ’82 used
these panels to explore the multiplicity of color and to study the impact
of the commercial color industry on
women between the ages of 10 and
18. At the Archer School for Girls
in Los Angeles, Calif., Cranston
had students vote on their favorite
colors. One of the favorites—practically identical to “Living Coral,”
Pantone’s 2019 color of the year—is
used for a fifth piece entitled “Mr.
Moseby’s Salmon Not Pink Shirt.”
Cranston’s examination of the relationship between color and gender
identity sparks a discussion of gender that follows the viewer into the
second exhibit, where Mia Holton
’73 explores the transition from girlhood to womanhood.
“She thinks about her work in
terms of encounters between people
and, especially in this case, between
a person and the political environment or their social environment
or Kenyon as an environment,” said
project leader Annika Ostrom ’20.
In Holton’s whimsical sculpture “Rapunzel,” she depicts female oppression by twirling golden
strands of hair around the figure
of a woman, ensnaring her within
it. Holton also touches upon the
#MeToo movement with pieces such
as “Kavanaugh/Ford and Clarence
Thomas/Anita Hill.” The piece initially resembles a pile of red rubble,
but upon closer examination reveals
itself to be sculptures and fragments

of human heads and small clay disks
painted with rudimentary faces, alluding to destruction and primitivity.
Holton’s exhibit is the first in
a student-curated series entitled
Alumnae: 50 Years. Roughly every
six weeks, the space will be filled by
the art of a different Kenyon alumna
whose work will offer a unique exploration of the relationship between
bodies and their environments.
“There are different points of
view now that women are on the
campus. They changed Kenyon, and
vice versa,” student curator Alasia
Destine-DeFreece ’21 said.
“We have looked at the ways they
have been able to go out into the
world and looked at their commentary on the world.”
In the next room, a collection of
strikingly lifelike faces hover eerily
in the air. Though the faces appear
to be those of 30 different individuals, they are actually drawn from
the DNA of just one: activist Chelsea
Manning.
While in prison, Manning sent
samples of her DNA to artist Heather Dewey-Hagbord, who used these
samples to generate 30 faces. The resulting bodiless crowd, titled “Probably Chelsea,” presents a dramatic
range of facial structures and racial
appearances, challenging the belief
in DNA’s ability to define an individual.
The final exhibit, Selections from
the Gund Gallery Collection, displays
the incredible range of art within
the Gund Gallery. The pieces in the
room are each distinct from each
other, but are unified by their ability to bring together a diverse set of
voices. The exhibit features, among
other things, photos from Cuba, a
quilt depicting a group of African
American women dancing at the
Louvre and a picture of a bloody animal carcass lying in pure snow.
Though the exhibits each feature the work of very different artists, every piece on display offers the
opportunity for conversation about
making greater strides for inclusion
in the next 50 years.

Dewey-Hagbord’s art uses Chelsea Manning’s
DNA to explore identity. | CAMERON PETERS

Mia Halton’s ’73 work focuses on the transition
into womanhood. | CAMERON PETERS

The art of Meg Cranston ’82 tests the impact of the commercial color industry. | CAMERON PETERS

New Taylor Swift album, Lover, is never good and never bad
TOMMY JOHNSON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I did it. I listened to the new Taylor
Swift album. The album released earlier this month, titled Lover, does a lot
of things well, but it never feels daring,
either. It is a work in which the highest-grossing female music artist finally
takes her rightful place in the pop music mainstream rather than trying to
frame herself as an outsider looking in.
Lover begins with “I Forgot That
You Existed,” a song that friends have
told me is about either Kanye West
or Calvin Harris. First off, the song
sounds too much like a past lover for
me to believe the Kanye West theory.
Second, while it makes sense that an

album called Lover begins with a
song (potentially) about a past lover,
this song lacks the compelling storytelling that sets apart the rest of the
album.
The music on the album careens
between minor-key ballads like “The
Archer” and upbeat songs like “Lover” that conjure images of wealthy,
young urban professionals dancing
in the streets of Manhattan. On this
album, Swift uses a wide variety of
styles, but they are never surprising
or adventurous. The most experimental move she makes on the album
is an inexplicable audio clip of Idris
Elba talking to James Corden at the
beginning of “London Boy” (like, we
get it, they’re British).

In a way, this album brings everything that has ever made Taylor, Taylor into a single artistic endeavor. It
features more rebellious songs like
“The Man.” It has an ode to Swift’s
country roots with “Soon You’ll Get
Better,” featuring the Dixie Chicks,
an acoustic guitar and a banjo. It
even has “ME!” and “You Need to
Calm Down,” which Pitchfork referred to as “Kidz Bop bubblegum,”
but also contains songs like “Cornelia Street” that feature the storytelling that has always been a hallmark
of Swift’s lyrics.
Despite being quintessential Taylor, this album is in no way groundbreaking. Romanticizing the wealthy
parts of Manhattan and writing emo-

tional songs that take place in some
Degrassi-esque high school universe
(“Miss Americana & The Heartbreak Prince”) are things that Vampire Weekend and Lana Del Ray have
been doing for years. However, Taylor proves on this album that she can
take any variety of pop music and
do it just as well as anyone else. Her
strength at this point lies in the familiarity of her sound and her consistent output of music that, if not
good, is at least well-produced. She’s
on Spotify now, she’s the highest-paid
woman in music and she occupies a
comfortable place in the music world.
For never sounding bad, but seldom taking chances, I give this album a 6.5 out of 10.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Return to
a screenless
Middle Path
At Kenyon, we hear a lot about ‘tradition.’
Some traditions change with the times, as they
should, especially due to issues of accessibility
and inclusion. However, there is one tradition
that has disappeared in recent years that we
would like to bring back: no phones on Middle
Path.
Whether you are rushing to a class or just
heading home after a night out, those who are
able have to trek across Middle Path many times
a day. As the central vein of our campus, this
one path gets you and every other Kenyonite to
most of the places where you need to be.
Students, faculty and community members
alike greet one another while strolling the almost mile-long path. They may exchange pleasantries, a simple smile and wave or even strike
up a full conversation. This community feeling
that Middle Path creates is an aspect of Kenyon
that truly makes us unique.
In recent years, Kenyon has seems to have
forgotten the importance of these little interactions and how big of an impact they have on
those strolling the path. We are perpetually distracted by our phone conversations or by the
music blasting in our ears that we neglect the
kinds of exchanges that make this place so special.
This has not always been the case. Until the
dawn of the iPhone, Middle Path used to exist
as an exception to an increasingly distracted
world. In September 2008, the Columbus Dispatch released an article entitled “At Kenyon
College, ‘no-cell phone zone’ a proud tradition.”
Even that article, written two months after
the release of Apple’s iPhone 3G, showed the
signs of Middle Path culture deteriorating. “The
culture has changed a lot ... the incoming classes
each year get more dependent on cell phones,”
Caroline Rotenberg ’10 said to the Dispatch.
While cell phones may connect us in many
ways, they can also isolate us. We see this effect
in full force when walking down Middle Path at
the busiest time of day without having a single
meaningful interaction.
We encourage students, faculty and community members alike to try, just for a day, to
look up from their cell phones. Who knows?
Maybe you’ll see a friend. Maybe you’ll make a
new one. Just give it a try.
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief Becca Foley ’20 and Adam Schwager ’20, and executive director Tommy Johnson
’20. You can contact them at foley1@kenyon.
edu, schwager1@kenyon.edu and johnson1@
kenyon.edu, respectively.
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Goodwill but not good intentions: it’s time
for us to choose engagement over apathy
LUCY WHITE
STAFF WRITER

Every time I drive up the hill to
Kenyon and am faced with the gothic
stone buildings enveloped in towering trees, I am left in awe that this
strange, mystical haven is a real
place. However, I also can never
shake the uncanny resemblance of
Kenyon, an elite academic institution
literally situated on a hill, with John
Winthrop’s infamous words spoken
in 1630 to a newly established Puritan community in Massachusetts, in
which he declares their community to
be a “city upon a hill” — a standard
for how civilization ought to function for the rest of the world. While
I believe no students have delusions
that this school is a feasible model for
ordinary civilization, I cannot help
but notice how Winthrop’s sermon is
evoked in Kenyon’s existence on a hill
in a spot of metaphorical superiority.
Kenyon’s student body includes
some of the wealthiest people in the
United States. In a 2017 New York
Times study, Kenyon is listed as one
of 38 schools in the U.S. where more
students come from families in the
top one percent than from families in
the bottom 60 percent. According to
this study, 19.8 percent of students at
Kenyon are from the top one percent
while only 12.2 percent of students
come from the bottom 60 percent.
The isolation of this wealthy student
body only enhances the stratification
between campus and the surrounding
Mount Vernon community, a disproportionately low income area relative
to Kenyon. I do not seek to condemn
or guilt-trip wealthy students. Rather,
I believe it is important to ref lect on
our attitudes and behaviors toward
residents that may exacerbate class

inequality and inadvertently create a
hide in our sanctuary on a hill, wearpatronizing power dynamic.
ing our clothes thrifted from GoodWealth at Kenyon is rarely f launtwill without taking the time to quesed in traditional ways such as designtion how we can make an effort to
er brands and fancy cars. Instead, it
alleviate drastic economic inequality.
reveals itself in the subtleties of social
I have heard and partaken in convergroups and specific ‘images.’ Walking
sations that belittle Mount Vernon:
through campus, it is not hard to pick
joking about the depleted town and
up on the ubiquity of off-beat outfits
commenting on the “sketchy” area
comprised of thrifted clothes, expenwhile simultaneously having photosive mom jeans, Blundstones and Doc
shoots in the Wal-Mart parking lot.
Martens. While, on one hand, this
Interacting with the community sole“dressed-down” thrifted style is more
ly by aestheticising the rural lifestyle
accessible, it can also be a signal of
makes students seem aloof and out of
wealth. When one has never had to
touch, feeding into tropes of liberal
prove their wealth, and
superiority cominstead has the secuplexes and furrity of their upper-class
ther
breeding
We have to
standing, they have the
make this form resentment of
liberty to express themliberal arts stuof engagement the
selves and dress howdents among the
ever they please. The norm, not the exceprural
populaclass status of wealthy tion; the stakes of doing tion.
people allows them to nothing are too high.”
We can ease
popularize thrifted and
this antagonism
hand-me-down clothes,
by taking the
turning poverty into an
time to genuineaesthetic by appropriating the cool
ly engage with the community with
grit and ‘authenticity’ of impoveran open mind. Organizations, groups
ished people.
and individuals from Kenyon have
The absence of superf luous disconnected with the community in
plays of wealth on campus may be
ways that have been meaningful and
preferable to people f launting it, but
transformative for both students and
the way wealth insidiously disguislocal residents, including volunteeres itself on campus is just as conduing in elementary schools in Mount
cive to the perpetuation of inequalVernon and Gambier, attending an
ity. While there is nothing inherently
English seminar taught at a men’s
wrong with “dressing-down” (a statestate prison in Mansfield and workment that would be hypocritical of
ing at local hospitals and shelters. We
me to make considering most of my
have to make this form of engageclothes are from thrift stores and I
ment the norm, not the exception; the
wear Doc Martens everyday), when
stakes of doing nothing are too high.
we don’t see traditional signals of
Rather than upholding a nation-wide
wealth, it is easier to ignore the expattern of class isolation — thus amtremity of our privilege, especially
plifying contempt for people who live
relative to the Mount Vernon comand look differently — we must get
munity. We can blindly and willfully
down from the Hill.

“

The opinions page is a space for members of
the community to discuss issues relevant to the
campus and the world at large. The opinions
expressed on this page belong only to the writers.
Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect
the opinions of the Collegian staff. All members
of the community are welcome to express
opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to
edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200
words or fewer. Letters must also be received
no later than the Tuesday prior to publication.
The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest and
appropriateness. Members of the editorial board
reserve the right to reject any submission. The
views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.

HALEY BELUCH
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Here’s why Jewish summer camp is like Bachelor in Paradise
MIA SHERIN
OPINIONS EDITOR

The drama. The deceit. The love
triangles. The most dramatic summer yet. This is Jewish summer
camp. (If you didn’t read this in
Chris Harrison’s voice, please start
from the beginning and try again.)
For those who have never
watched the show Bachelor in Paradise aims to stir up spicy drama,
have contestants find love, and—of
course—gather horny people into a
secluded place for the summer. The
same could be said for Jewish sleepaway camp.
Having been a camper myself,
I have always been a firm believer
that Jewish summer camp was created so that Jews would reproduce
with other Jews. Just as the creators
of Bachelor in Paradise know what
happens when you put a bunch
of aroused people on a resort in

Mexico, the creators of Jewish summer camp knew exactly what they
were doing when they decided to
put hormonal tweens in a secluded,
co-ed camp for the summer. Jewish
people have always been desperate to continue the bloodline of the
“Chosen People,” so Jewish sleepaway camp is clearly an attempt
at facilitating this. And, let me tell
you, it works.
Marriages between couples
formed at Jewish summer camp
are very common; almost all my
camp friends had their “first love”
be someone from camp, and even
my grandparents met at a Jewish
summer camp. Just as couples do
meet on Bachelor in Paradise, Jewish summer camp has a similar success rate. But that is not their only
similarity.
First, the drama at camp is so
incredible that it feels scripted. I
was a counselor for seventh grade

CROSSWORD
Across
1. Goes the
distance
6. Dark, as a light
9. Stone-faced
14. “Silence =
Death” AIDS group
15. Kind of pal
16. Queen Victoria,
notably
17. Martian singer?
18. Memorable
Hunger Games victim
19. They gave their
pearls
20. Paper for a
math major, and
three tests for a
philosophy major
23. Slender sliding
snowshoe
24. Egyptian
serpent
25. Niger’s
neighbor
28. Calcium
carbonate
32. Pillowy
36. One half base
times height, for
example
37. Buddy
38. Dutch dollar
39. Inverse of the
exponential,
abbrev.
40. Celibate sister
41. Given name of
Cars’ Mater
42. “Yeah, right!”
44. To jaunt
46. Philadelphia’s
founder

girls last summer, all of whom were
I could tell you the story of the
dying to get asked on a Shabbat summer that my age group at camp
walk. These are when everyone gets had over 100 different hookups, we
dressed up for Shabbat, and two could talk about the classic camp
campers go on a date that Friday slang like “camp goggles” or the
night. Shabbat walks are taken very “Kissing Tree” or I could even go
seriously. They’re basically our Rose into great detail on the counselor
Ceremonies.
drama, which is just as entertainLast summer, one of my camp- ing. But let’s cut to the chase: Jewers got asked
ish summer
on a Shabbat
It was basically camp definitewalk, which
ly didn’t shelan episode of
was a cause
ter us. It has
for
celebra- Bachelor in Paradise,
always been a
tion. Moments but with fewer margarivery romantic
after celebrat- tas and more friendship
place. On puring, one of my bracelets.”
pose.
campers
reMany peovealed that the
ple, including
boy who asked her had a girlfriend myself, criticize reality TV dating
from back home. These kids are in shows for being artificial ways of
seventh grade, mind you. It was meeting people. When comparbasically an episode of Bachelor in ing Bachelor in Paradise to Jewish
Paradise, but with fewer margaritas summer camp, I began to realize
and more friendship bracelets.
that the reality TV show isn’t as ar-

“

tificial as it often appears. The situations we find ourselves in throughout our lives aren’t always natural
or spontaneous: Whether it is Jewish summer camp, a small liberal
arts school like Kenyon, Tinder or
somewhere in between, we often
find ourselves in isolated pools of
like-minded people on the hunt for
a life partner.
It’s safe to say that both Jewish
summer camp and Bachelor in Paradise are a little predictable. There
will be drama, kissing, maybe even
a fight, but it will usually end with
a ring on someone’s finger. (In the
case of summer camp, that engagement will probably come some fifteen years later.) No matter how
predictable, I will always keep going
back to camp and keep watching
every episode of the Bachelor franchise. Because who knows? Maybe
next year will be the most dramatic
summer yet.

Cameron Austin
Crossword Editor

47. Bigfoot’s
Himalayan cousin
48. Stadium
49. One, three, five
and seven
50. To droop
52. Sprinted
54. Mark for
the best among
20-Across
63. Cellular acid
64. He / _ _ _ / his
65. Delhi dialect
66. Rotten Tomatoes contributor
67. The Matterhorn,
for instance
68. To feed frugally
69. Struck down
70. “Affirmative!”
71. Tea cake

workshop
13. Pool type,
though not for
swimming
21. Like Gatsby and
his guests
22. Autumnal tool
25. Kuala Lumpur’s
language
26. Surfaced
27. The real deal
29. Many schools
have it codified
30. To bring joy
31. Shroud of Turin
material
33. Revealed as
LGBT+, though
unwillingly
34. Palm leaf
35. John Green’s
Paper _ _ _ _ _
Down
43. Seaworthy sort
1. BIOL 109Y and
of stocking
CHEM 123
44. Wise men
2. Unit of which
45. Crocheting
Kenyon has 1000
cord
3. To taze
46. Shuttered GM
4. North Africa’s
brand
freest state, per
54. The Thirty
Freedom House
Years’ and the
5. To elicit a
Hundred Years’
“Zoinks!”
55. Mosque leader
6. It has layers, but 56. Yugoslav
is not an onion
leader, familiarly
7. _ _ _ _ pas
57. Surname of
8. To escape
iCarly’s protagonist
9. Mechanical de- 58. Caples Hall
tails, for short
flooring
10. To trudge
59. Demons
11. Taylor Swift hit 60. Interested in
from Speak Now
61. Wednesday’s
12. _ _ _ _ hands are namesake
the Devil’s
62. Muse number

Congrats to Carter Vivio ’21 for submitting a correct solution to last
week’s puzzle!
Did you finish this crossword? Email a photo of your finished crossword
to crossword@kenyoncollegian.com for the chance to get a shoutout!
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Golf places fourth at Transylvania
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Ladies are 1-1 after two
matches in Kentucky
JOE WINT
STAFF WRITER

KENYON
CENTRE
KENYON
WASHINGTON

Eric Lifson ‘21 drives a ball. He would finish eighth. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS
JACOB HUNKINS
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon golf team began
their season at the Transylvania
Invitational at the University
Club of Kentucky, a 6,873-yard
par-72 course that hosted 16
teams last weekend. The Lords
finished tied for fourth in the
tournament and shot a combined score of 890.
The tournament winner was
Wittenberg College, shooting 20 strokes better than the
Lords. The Tigers had proven
themselves worthy of their top
five Golfstat ranking—the official statistical ranking system
of college golf—at the end of last
season. Wittenberg was one of

two top 25 teams to place above
the Lords over the weekend.
The Lords team consisted of
Lawrence Courtney ’21, Eric
Lifson ’21, Andrew Kotler ’21,
Ethan Manalo ’22 and Nick
Lust ’22. While the team as a
whole performed well, Lifson
performed excellently, finishing
tied for eighth place among the
88 golfers with a three-day score
of 220 (+4). Lifson’s third round
was exceptional, as he shot two
strokes under par (-2) and birdied three straight holes on the
back nine. Lifson, remaining
humble, credited his outstanding performance in the third
round to hard work.
“I was able to learn from my
mistakes [from] the first two

rounds and be sure not to repeat
them,” he said.
Head Coach Grant Wallace sees this performance as
a promising start to the season. “After our results this past
weekend at Transylvania, I see
no reason why we shouldn’t
have success in each tournament, whether individually or
as a team,” he said. While the
ultimate goal for the team is
to play well at the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC)
championships at the season’s
end, the Lords have four more
tournaments in the next two
months before their winter hiatus. The Lords’ next match will
be at Adrian College (Miss.) on
Sept. 13 and 14.

0
3
2
0

The Kenyon College Ladies field hockey team opened
their season last weekend with
two games, losing to the Centre College (Ky.) Praying Colonels on Friday before bouncing
back Saturday with a win over
the Washington College (Md.)
Shorewomen.
The Ladies began their season opener slowly, taking only
four shots and failing to score
against the Praying Colonels. In
contrast, Centre attacked early
and often, continuously pushing the tempo of play. They shot
17 times in the first half, leaving the Ladies scrambling in an
attempt to keep the ball out of
their defensive zone. Despite
the loss, goalkeeper Suzy Deems
’22 played a sensational game,
keeping Centre off the board for
the first 26 minutes of play.
The Ladies’ defense could not
withstand the constant pressure
and allowed two quick goals
near the end of the second quarter. With another goal early in
the third quarter, Centre put
the final touches on their 3-0
victory.

The Ladies celebrate a goal
against Centre. | COURTESY OF
KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

The Ladies took their first
loss in stride and moved on
admirably, facing Washington
College the next morning. Defense controlled the first half, as
both keepers held strong against
tenacious offensive drives.
Kenyon’s aggressive play finally paid off when first years
Bella Kern and Carolyn Herbosa worked together in the
Shorewomen’s zone, with Kern
finishing it off for her first collegiate goal. In the fourth quarter,
fellow first year Hannah Hartshorn joined Kern with a goal of
her own and ensured Kenyon’s
victory.
The Ladies are looking forward to playing their first game
on their new field on Saturday
against Washington and Lee
University (Va.) at noon.

Lords dominate home opener, then suffer a tough road loss

The Kenyon men’s soccer team set their team record for goals in home opener with seven.
Not only was Ohio Christian held scoreless, but they managed only one shot the
entire match, while Kenyon attempted
40. The Lords also had 18 shots on goal
KENYON
7
and 16 corner-kick attempts, while the
OHIO CHRISTIAN
0
Trailblazers had none.
JOHN CARROLL
3
The Lords saw substantial producKENYON
2
tion from their first years in the match:
Minka Soumah scored in the 70th minLooking to rebound from last seaute and Atli Hrafnkelsson knocked in a
son’s crushing penalty shootout loss
pair of goals within five minutes of each
against Case Western Reserve Uniother late in the game.
versity in the third round of the Na“If you look at the score sheet against
tional Collegiate Athletic Association
Ohio Christian University, the talent in
(NCAA) Division III tournament, the
the [first years] was displayed perfectly,”
Kenyon men’s soccer team began their
said goalkeeper Lev Rosenbush ’22, who
season with two contrasting games.
played the second half of the match.
On Friday, the Lords defeated the
“We have even more
Ohio Christian Unidepth this season
versity
Trailblazers
with a large pool
(OCU) in a 7-0 blowout
“Everyone in
of very competitive
in their home opener
this team is
newcomers … Evwhile they lost a hearteryone in this team
breaking 3-2 battle at pushing each other and
is pushing each
John Carroll University nobody is complacent.”
other and nobody is
on Tuesday.
complacent.”
The Lords imposed Lev Rosenbush ’22
Max Taylor ’20
their will in their first
also contributed two
game of the season
goals to the 7-0 rout. The Lords’ offenagainst the Trailblazers—an out-ofsive onslaught set the team record for
conference foe from the National Asmost goals in a season opener since they
sociation of Intercollegiate Athletics
joined the North Coast Athletic Confer(NAIA).
ence (NCAC) in 1984.
The Lords dominated the TrailblazIn their second match of the season,
ers in almost every statistical category.
JACKSON WALD
SPORTS EDITOR

the Lords fell to the John Carroll University Lobos of the Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC) 3-2, despite defeating
them 4-0 a season prior.
The match was highly physical, with
the two teams combining for 35 total
fouls, 20 of which were committed by
the Lords.
The Lords led the match 1-0 at halftime, thanks to a goal by Mac Nardiello-Smith ’23 in the 33rd minute. De-

spite Jack Cohen’s ’21 goal in the 65th
minute, the Lobos went on to outscore
the Lords 3-1 in the second half—and
sealed the fate of the match with a goahead goal in the 76th minute.
The Lords’ next match is in Gambier
against Colorado College on September 6 at 5 p.m., which will be their first
match against the Tigers in over a decade. The Tigers enter the matchup with
a 2-0 record.

“

Jack Cohen ‘21 dribbles the ball. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS
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First years propel Ladies to victory after opening game loss
JORDY FEE-PLATT
SPORTS EDITOR

BALDWIN WALLACE
KENYON
PSU BEHREND
KENYON

2
0
0
2

Over the weekend, the Kenyon women’s
soccer team traveled to Penn State Behrend
(PSU Behrend) in Erie, Pa. to play their first
two games of the regular season. The Ladies
fell to the Baldwin Wallace University Yellow
Jackets 2-0 on Friday, before bouncing back
with a 2-0 victory of their own against PSU
Behrend on Saturday.
In the first half of Friday’s game, Kenyon
kept pace with the squad from Berea, Ohio.
The Ladies and Yellow Jackets took six shots
apiece, but Kenyon lacked the finishing touch
in front of goal. Maddie Ladd ’21 had a great
chance in the eighth minute, but put her shot
just wide of the right post. Baldwin Wallace
took advantage of their opportunities, finding a breakthrough in the 32nd minute. A
long-range effort from Yellow Jacket midfielder Alex Guido was pushed aside by goalie Jillian Countey ’20, but she could not stop
Olivia Kane from knocking in the rebound.
Caroline McNeer ’21 attempted to respond a
few minutes later, but her shot went straight
into the arms of goalkeeper Emma Bruno.
In the closing minutes of the first half,

the Yellow Jackets added their second goal:
After a deflection off a free kick, the ball fell
to Michelina Rush, who slotted it home. The
Ladies struggled to generate chances in response, mustering only three more shots, all
coming in the first 11 minutes of the second
half.
Despite the 2-0 loss, a bright spot was
the debut of two first years, Isabel Fine and
Chloe Webb, who both got the start and will
be mainstays on the squad for years to come.
Saturday’s match proved to be an entirely
different story for the Ladies. As in the previous game, they created numerous chances
for themselves, but this time they capitalized
when it mattered most. Kenyon came out
with purpose right from the kickoff, overwhelming PSU Behrend with nine shots in
the first half. The Ladies were also strong defensively during the opening 45 minutes, allowing only one shot.
Stellar performances from the first years
were essential to the victory over the PSU
Behrend Lions.
Late in the first half, Lara O’Callaghan ’23
scored her first collegiate goal in just her second appearance. After a cross from Samantha Hayes ’21, O’Callaghan tapped in to set
the score at 1-0.
In the second half, the purple and black
continued to attack the goal, finishing with
14 shots in total. The key insurance goal came
from another first year when Webb maneu-

Lords and Ladies earn
Invitational victories

Kiele Anderson ‘21 looks for a pass. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

vered around two Lions defenders before firing a rocket past the goalkeeper from outside
the 18-yard box. PSU Behrend couldn’t generate much pressure on the Ladies’ goal, with
first year goalie Erika Freiberg needing to

Kenyon splits first four games, wins
home opener over Bluffton Beavers
FRANCIS BYRNE
STAFF WRITER

KENYON
CASE WEST.
KENYON
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KENYON
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Emma Becker ‘22 leads the Ladies. She went on to win the race by
20 seconds. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS
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The Kenyon men’s cross country
team held their annual Kenyon Invitational on Friday, Sept. 30 against
Denison University, Ohio Wesleyan
University, Mount Vernon Nazarene University, and Muskingum
University
This was the first year since 2011
that Kenyon’s annual season-opening invitational hosted five teams.
The Lords had four finishers in
the top 10, including first-place finisher Vincent Lewis ’20, who finished with a time of 16:32.0. Tommy Johnson ’20 was the next Lord
to finish, coming in seventh with
a time of 17:05.5. Michael Deal ’23
and Thomas Guidotti ’21 finished in
eight and ninth places respectively.
The Lords’ next race is on Sept. 7
at 10 a.m., where they will be competing in Calvin College’s (Mich.)
Pre-Regional Race.

The Kenyon women’s cross
country team dominated in the
annual Kenyon Invitational, the
opening meet of the season. Of
the 60 runners competing in
the 5k race, the first four finishers donned Kenyon’s purple and
black. Emma Becker ’22 won the
race with a time of 19:36.6. She
beat her closest competitor, Grace
Moses ’20, by 20 seconds.
Chloe Hall ’20 followed behind in third, and Alice Riley ’23
earned a fourth place finish in her
first collegiate race. In total, the
Ladies had seven of the top 20 finishers.
They will look to build on
their outstanding start this Saturday when they travel to Calvin
College (Mich.) for the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) pre-regional meet.

make only three saves.
Kenyon hopes to ride this momentum
into their home opener against Adrian College (Mich.) on Saturday, Sept. 7, where they
will look to improve their record to 2-1.
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The Kenyon volleyball team began their 2019 season in Cleveland
at the Spartans Invitational hosted
by Case Western Reserve University. Taking on the host Spartans in
their first match of the invitational,
the Ladies came out strong, rolling to a definitive three-set victory.
Mackenzie Bruzzio ’20 and Haley
Witschey ’20 both showed strong
performances, with 11 and seven

kills respectively. Witschey bolstered her performance with an additional two blocks.
The following day, Kenyon took
on the Bethany College Bisons (W.
Va.) and the Carnegie Mellon University Tartans (Pa.). In a tightly
contested matchup with several momentum shifts, Bethany proved to
be a worthy opponent for the Ladies.
The Bisons came out strong and won
the first set, at one point going on a
10-2 run. With their backs against
the wall, the Ladies rallied for victories in the second and third set. Bruzzio once again led the charge, finishing with a team-leading 18 kills.
Despite the late effort, the Bisons
were able to edge out Kenyon in the
end, with a final score of 3-2.
Kenyon faced another difficult
opponent in their second match
of the day: Carnegie Mellon. The

Tartans used their stout defense
to hamper the Ladies’ attack, winning in straight sets 3-0. However,
Tara Ford ’22 and Elyse Davidson
’21 were both able to turn in strong
performances: Ford notched six
kills and two blocks while Davidson
showed her versatility, providing
five kills and blocks each.
In their most recent matchup,
the Ladies took on Bluffton University at home in Tomsich Arena. The
team’s senior core, Witschey, Bruzzio and Maleah Miller combined
for 29 kills and 10 blocks to secure
the Ladies’ resounding 3-1 victory
in their home opener.
Next up for the ladies is the
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) / Massachusetts Interscholastic Athletic Association (MIAA)
Crossover Challenge, beginning
Sept. 6 in Lansing, Mich.

Maleah Miller ’20 celebrates after winning a point. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

